Heidegger is now widely recognized as one of the most influential philosophers of the twentieth century, yet much of his later philosophy remains shrouded in confusion and controversy. Restoring Heidegger’s understanding of metaphysics as “ontotheology” to its rightful place at the center of his later thought, this book explains the depth and significance of his controversial critique of technology, his appalling misadventure with Nazism, his prescient critique of the university, and his important philosophical suggestions for the future of higher education. It will be required reading for those seeking to understand the relationship between Heidegger’s philosophy and National Socialism as well as the continuing relevance of his work.
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For my mother, father, and (in memoriam) Gutcher,

Poets of public policy, healers of human being, teachers.
Time will bring to light whatever is hidden; it will conceal and cover up what is now shining with the greatest splendor.

Horace, *Epistles*

An unlimited text is one that every time gives rise to a new reading while partly escaping it.

What still remains to be read is its one chance of survival.

Edmond Jabès, *The Little Book of Unsuspected Subversion*
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*(Translations frequently modified)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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GA3

GA5

GA7
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GA12

GA13

GA15

GA16

GA19

GA20

GA26

GA27

GA29–30

GA31

GA34
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HC

HCE

HCT

HHI

HJC

I&D
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KPM

KTB

MFL

N1

N3

N4

NI

NII

OET

OHF

OWL

P

PAR
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PT  “Phenomenology and Theology.” J. G. Hart and J. C. Maraldo, trans. (In P.)
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